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Abstract. In this work, we introduce a novel decoding algorithm named “Reliability Ratio Weighted Bit
Flipping–Sum Product” (RRWBFSP) is proposed for regular LDPC codes. “Sum Product” [4] and
“Reliability Ratio Weighted Bit Flipping” [6] are two separate methods that are combined in the new
algorithm. The simulations show novel algorithm to exceed Sum-Product decoding algorithms by 0.34 dB.
In addition, when compared to the Sum-Product, the RRWBFSP approach has about the same
computational complexity. Thus, LDPC codes, of which the “Double-Orthogonal Convolutional Recursive”
(RCDO) subfamily is envisioned for use in electronic hard disks and mobile terminals, can be easily
iteratively decoded. This would have the impact of prolonging the life of the batteries and consequently
reducing the ecological footprint of the discarded batteries.

1 Introduction
In the 1960s, Gallager was the first to discover LowDensity Parity-Check (LDPC) codes [1].LDPC codes are
frequently employed in communication systems like as
“10 gigabit Ethernet”[2] and “digital video broadcasting”
[3] due to their powerful error correcting capacity.
LDPC codes are iteratively decoded by three types of
algorithms: hard decision, soft decision and finally
hybrid [1, 4].
On the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel, the soft-decision algorithms as sum-product
(SP) and Min-Sum (MS) perform well[4], but these
methods require a significant number of arithmetic
operations to be repeated during iterative decoding.
However, the hard-decision Bit Flipping (BF) algorithm
[1] and its improved variants, require small
computational complexity but incur great performance
loss compared to SP or MS. Various hybrid decoding
algorithms based on the type of hard decision, as
“Weighted Bit Flipping (WBF)”[5] and “Reliability
Ratio Weighted Bit Flipping (RRWBF)”[6], have been
suggested to reduce the performance gap among soft
decision and hard decision types. To improve further the
decoding performance, various novel WBF algorithms
have recently been proposed. In [7, 8], for example,
WBF and BP (SP) are combined. These novel WBF
algorithms have significantly better performance than the
basic WBF, RRWBF and BF algorithms, but at the cost
of increased complexity. The essence of such algorithms
is to exploit the performances presented by the
algorithms used in the combinations, which leads to the
design of a more efficient algorithm by comparing with
the basic algorithms [9, 10]. Several algorithms can also
*

be found in the literature that improves performance or
simplifies complexity [11, 12].
Aiming at increasing the performance of LDPC codes to
getting closer and closer to the Shannon limit, we
proposed a new algorithm called Reliability Ratio
Weighted Bit Flipping Sum Product, which combines
two different algorithms. The main idea of this algorithm
is correcting many errors in iteration, that is, the main
algorithm receives a frame from the channel and tries to
correct the errors, and then the frame passes to the
auxiliary algorithm, which corrects, on its part, the errors
that have not been corrected by the main algorithm.
The following is a breakdown of the structure of this
paper: Section II briefly presents the standard decoding
algorithms. Novel decoder "RRWBFSP" is treated in
Section III. Complexity of decoding is highlighted in IV.
Afterward, In Section V, we compare the error
performance of various codes and iterations using the
suggested method. Section VI concludes the paper.

2 Standard decoding algorithms of
LDPC codes
2.1. Notation
A LDPC code is defined by matrix H, also known as the
parity check matrix, which consists largely of 0’s with a
small amount of 1’s. H is a matrice with N columns and
M rows. An LDPC code is defined as follows: (N, K, dv,
dc) The code word length, the information bits, the
column weight, and the row weight, in that order. The
coding rate is calculated using K/N.
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LDPC codes are specified by a graph called a "Tanner
graph," which contained two types of interconnected
nodes, variable (VN) and control (CN) nodes. Therefore,
LDPC codes have N variable nodes and M control
nodes. There exists an edge, on the Tanner graph,
connected a variable node i and a control node j if only if
hij = 1 in H. An LDPC code (N, K, dc, dr) is called
regular if dc and dr are constants. On the other hand, it is
called irregular.
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The parameter β used to ensure that:
∑
(6)
2. Calculate the syndrome S. If S=0 or when I=Imax,
decoding is stopped and output z, otherwise, I=I+1.
3. For n Є N , calculate

with
(1)

(7)

∑

4. Find n* Є N
with n*=arg maxi
variable n*; and go to step 1.

The decoding algorithm WBF is based in its process to
find the least reliable variable node ymin linked to each
verification node.

2.4 Sum – Product Decoding

Є N

Ei. Flip the

The set of VNs involved in the control equation i is
defined as V(i) = {j : Hij =1}.

1- Initialization: we consider the parity control matrix
H, and we set I=0. For m = 1, 2, …, M, compute
{

(5)

|

2.2 “Weighted Bit Flipping Decoding” [5]

}| |

(4)

|

| is the largest magnitude of all the
The notation |
VNs involved in the m CN:

Let at the binary hard decision sequence that corresponds
to it:
]

|

For n and m ranging from 1 to N and from 1 to M
respectively

A binary codeword (x1, x2,..., xN) modulated with Binary
Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) is assumed in the following.
The message is sent via an AWGN channel, while the
received message is given by (y1, y2, ..., yN).

[

|

The set of CNs involved in updating the VN j is
designated by C(j)={i : Hij =1}.

(2)

2- Calculate the syndrom S= z . HT (mod 2). If S=0 or
when I=Imax, decoding is stopped and output z,
otherwise ,I=I+1.

Moreover, V (i) \ j and C (j) \ i mean all the VNs of V (i)
excluding node j, and all CNs of C (j) excluding node i,
respectively.

3- For n Є N , calculate the flipping function

And λj is the message coming from the logarithmic
likelihood ratio of the message received yi determined
by:

∑

(3)

4- Find n* Є N with n*=arg maxi Є N Ei. Flip the
variable n*; and go to step 1.


 

(8)

αij and βij are the messages coming from CN i to VN j,
and from VN j to CN i, respectively.

2.3 “Reliability Ratio Weighted Bit Flipping
Decoding”[6]

The steps of the SPA decoding algorithm are:

Among the BF based algorithms, the RRWBF decoding
performs better. The RRWBF algorithm described in [6]
according to the following steps:
1.




 P xj  0 yj
 P xj 1 yj


 j  ln 

1) Initialization: The value λi is used to initialize βij for
each i and j. The messages α and β are calculated and
sent between VN and CN across the branch of the
graph during each iteration, as in the following steps:

Initialization: we consider the matrix H, and we set
I=0. Calculate Called the Reliability Ratio:
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2.

2) Check node update: using the βij values of all VN
linked to the CN Ci to calculate the messages αij,
except the β message from Vj:

αij 

αij 

3.



 signβ        β 

j' V(i)\j

ij'

 j' V(i)\j



 ( x)   log tanh


x

2 

ij'



αi ' j

(9)



αi ' j

{̂ ̂
An estimated code ̂
from the updated vector. Then the
1, if w i  0
xˆ i  
0, if w i  0



i 'C ( j )

Syndrome

ij'



(14)

(11)

and

the

(15)
termination

αi ' j

{̂ ̂
An estimated code ̂
from the updated vector. Then the
1, if w i  0
xˆi  
0, if w i  0

(16)

̂ } is generated
̂ is calculated by:

Calculate the syndrome S= x̂ · H . If
T

(17)
S=0 stop

decoding and output x̂ , or passing in following steps.
5. For n Є N , Calculate
∑
(18)
6.
7.

(12)

Find n* Є N with n*=arg maxi Є N Ei.
Flip n* and Calculate the syndrome S= x̂ · HT, If
S=0 stop decoding and output

̂ } is generated

2

̂ is calculated by:

x̂ , or go to step 1.

Decoding complexity

The number of operations, such as multiplication,
division, and addition, are used to determine the
complexity of decoding LDPC codes. The complexity of
the RRWBF, SP, and RRWBFSP decoding algorithms is
compared here. The number of operations necessary for
updating the control and variable nodes, as well as the
decision at a single iteration, has been calculated for
each algorithm, and the results of the parameters used in
the simulation (N, K, dv=3, dc=6) have been grouped in
table1.
Table 1 shows that the SP decoding method is more
difficult to implement than the RRWBF algorithm, so
the proposed RRWBFSP algorithm needs to add a small
number of operations compared to SP, which allows us
to consider that this algorithm is almost at the same level
of complexity as SP .

(13)

If the condition H . x̂ = 0 is satisfied, then the
codeword is correct and the decoding ends. Otherwise,
the procedure continues and the steps repeat until a valid
codeword is found or I=Imax, this is when the decoding
process is complete.
T

3 “Reliability Ratio Weighted Bit
Flipping Sum Product Algorithm”
(RRWBFSP)
The RRWBFSP algorithm is suggested to improve the
decoding performance by using two algorithms which
work one after the other; this makes it possible to correct
a large number of errors in the same iteration, because
the second is used to correct errors which are not
corrected by the first algorithm.
The RRWBFSP algorithm is characterized by the
following steps:
1.

 j'V(i)\j

variable node update:
 ij  λ j   αi ' j

wj  λj 

(10)

i 'C ( j ) \ i

i 'C ( j )

ij'

j' V(i)\j

4. Calculate the
condition: :

4) Calculate the Syndrome and the termination
condition: for each column j the λj and α message
from nearby CN's are added for update the wj as
flowing:

wj  λj 



 signβ       β 

i 'C ( j ) \ i



3) Variable node update: Calculate βij using λj and α
from all other CN’s to VN j , except CN i:

ij  λ j 

Check node update:

Table 1: the complexity of several algorithms using an AWGN
channel
algorithm
RRWBF
SP
RRWBFSP
Operation
Addition

Initialization:
The value λj is used to initialize βij for each i and j.

multiplication

3
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Division

5 Error
Results

Performance

Simulation

We utilized Matlab to run simulations to test the
performance of the RRWBFSP method.
The performance of two regular LDPC codes (600,300)
and (960,480) for the proposed method is shown in this
section. The simulations are carried out using an AWGN
channel and modulated using BPSK.
A comparison of the RRWBFSP and SP algorithms in
performance of error correction with different iterations
and codes is presented in curves 1, 2, 3 and 4.
The decoding performance of the RRWBFSP algorithm
is evaluated in this section. Figures 1 to 4 present the
BER performance of the LDPC code (600, 300) and
(960,480) based on the RRWBFSP and SP decoding
algorithms with different maxi-mum iteration numbers.

Fig.3: The simulation for N=960 bits and Imax=7.

For Figure 1 and 2 we used LDPC codes generated by
the parity matrix characterized by (d v = 3, dc = 6), N =
600 bits and
R = 1/2. For Figure 3 and 4 we used
LDPC codes generated by the parity matrix
characterized by (dv = 3, dc = 6), N = 960 bits and R =
1/2. The number of iterations is limited at 7 and 8
iterations respectively, for each value of (Eb / N0)dB.

Fig.4: The simulation for N=960 bits and Imax=8.

For low SNR values, as observed in all figures, the noise
is particularly high, so in the bit flip step, the suggested
method and standard flip the bits that are correct and
erroneous. As a result, when compared to the standard
sum product, the suggested algorithm performs similarly
at SNR values of 1 dB to 2 dB.
For high SNR levels of 2 dB or more, the results found
by the simulations as shown in all the figures, indicate
that the RRWBFSP algorithm offers better performance
compared to the SP. We can also observe that the
performances are still proportionate with number of
iterations and the length of the code word in this range of
SNR.
The following table summarizes the results obtained
from the four figures:

Fig.1: The simulation for N=600 bits and Imax=7.

Table 2: SNR Gain the RRWBFSP compared with SP
at a bit error rate (BER) = 7.10-5
Imax = 7
Imax = 8
N
The gain
N
The gain
600
0.15 dB
600
0.2 dB
960
0.18 dB
960
0.34 dB
Fig.2: The simulation for N=600 bits and Imax=8
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The analysis of the BER graphs and the SNR gain table
shows a strong influence the number of iterations and the
length of the code word on decoding performance. When
increasing the number of iterations and/or the length of
the code word this allows the proposed RRWBFSP
algorithm to correct several errors, leading to faster
convergence than the standard.
On the other hand, when we compare our algorithm with
algorithms developed in the same way, for example
“Hybrid Iterative Decoding Based on Improved Variable
Multi Weighted Bit-Flipping Algorithm (IVMWBF) and
BP Algorithms” [9] , we found the following results: Our
algorithm, which uses parameters (960, 480) and a
maximum iteration number of 8, achieves a binary error
rate of 7.10-4, which is better than “Hybrid Iterative
Decoding Based on Improved Variable Multi Weighted
Bit-Flipping Algorith (IVMWBF) and BP Algorithms”
[9], which use (4161, 3431) and have maximum iteration
numbers of 10 and 100, respectively [9], by at least 1dB.
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6 Conclusion
We introduced a novel algorithm for decoding regular
LDPC codes in this work, which we termed "Reliability
Ratio Weighted Bit Rollover Sum Product". The results
obtained by comparing it with the algorithm existing in
the literature called SP, show that we are able to
decrease the binary error rate, with a gain of more than
0.3 dB, while maintaining almost the same level of
decoding complexity. Then, these codes are applicable in
many fields of daily life especially in hard drives and
mobile terminals to improve the lifespan of batteries and
therefore the contribution of effective way to protect the
environment.
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